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Abstract: Monocyclic conjugated molecules have stabilities, bond lengths, and magnetic
properties following expectations from Hu¨ckel’s Rule. Two hydrocarbons which seem to
deviate from these generalizations,s-indacene and cyclohepta[def]fluorene, were studied with
density functional theory. The former has characteristics expected for both aromatic and
antiaromatic molecules; the latter is a ground state triplet. Potentially aromatic transition states
with 10 electrons were also investigated. The mechanism of the 5,5-sigmatropic shift is
predicted to be stepwise involving diradical intermediates.

On the occasion of this splendid ISNA-9, it is my distinct pleasure and opportunity to summarize recent
work on the electronic structures of novel aromatic systems, including our assessment of the nature of the
transition states of pericyclic reactions involving 10 electrons. This presentation is divided into three
parts: (i) a summary of our work [1,2] on the computational methods to obtain geometries and properties
of aromatic and nonaromatic systems; (ii) a description of our new results [3,4] on density functional
theory studies of several novelp-systems which deviate from normal properties in several ways; and (iii)
a summary of our studies of transition states of 5,5-sigmatropic shifts where we found that the aromatic
concerted transition states which are common in six-electron pericyclic reactions are less favored than
stepwise pathways involving diradical intermediates [5].

Of the many criteria for aromaticity proposed during this century, three have proven to be the most
characteristic measures of aromaticity: energy, geometry, and magnetic properties. There is no necessary
relationship between the three. Kinetic stability is a function of the energies of transition states for reactions,
and thermodynamic stability depends upon the reference molecules. Bond lengths usually alternate between
single and double for nonaromatic or antiaromatic systems, while aromatic systems have nearly equal
bond lengths. Magnetic properties arise from the diamagnetic ring currents of aromatic systems.

Schleyer and coworkers showed that there are very good linear correlations between geometric,
energetic, and magnetic properties of five-membered ring heterocycles [6]. For an extensive set of these
heterocycles, the various criteria are in good agreement, providing a particularly straightforward
interpretation of the electronic structures and properties of these molecules.

We have found that density functional theory, with the B3LYP functional and a relatively modest basis
set (6-31G*) provides very good geometries and properties of the bridged-[14]annulenes [1,2]. For other
aromatic systems, similar conclusions have been made by other researchers [6,7]. We have now applied
density functional theory to study two very interesting unsaturated hydrocarbons, which we will show to
deviate substantially from expectations based on monocyclic systems.

The tricyclic hydrocarbon,s-indacene,1, is a 12p electron system. Although this electron count would
lead to the expectation of antiaromaticity, it has geometrical features normally associated with aromatic
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systems. The parent is highly reactive and has not been characterized [1a], but 1,3,5,7-tetra-tert-butyl-s-
indacene was synthesized by K. Hafner’s group in Darmstadt in the early 1980s. It is stable in the solid
state, but decomposes in solution [8]. The X-ray structure has been obtained at room temperature [8] and
later at 100 K [9]. The data are consistent with aD2 h symmetric structure; all double bonds are
delocalized, varying only from 1.39 to 1.44 A˚ (Fig. 1).

Numerous theoretical studies have been performed [10], but none provide a simple explanation of the
X-ray structure. Perturbation theory arguments which were generally successful in rationalizing geometries
of polycyclic aromatics predicted bond alternation for the parent and substituteds-indacenes, in
contradiction to the experimental results. MP2 calculations predicted a bond-localized structure,1, to be
0.7 kcal/mol more stable than the delocalized2, CASSCF single point calculations on the MP2 geometries
increase this gap to 5.7 kcal/mol, while CASPT2 single point calculations favor the delocalized structure
over the localized one by 3.1 kcal/mol. BLYP predicts a localized structure [10b] (Scheme 1).

B3LYP density functional calculations with the 6-31G* basis set using GAUSSIAN 94 [13] gave two
structures fors-indacene (Fig. 1). TheC2 h symmetric structure,1, is a minimum on the B3LYP/6-31G*
surface, while theD2 h structure,2, is a transition state for double bond isomerization. The imaginary
frequency is 349 cm–1, and the transition vector connects1–2. The delocalizedD2 h structure,2, is only
0.1 kcal/mol above the minimum. However, if the zero point energy is included, the transition state,2,
becomes 0.6 kcal/mol more stable than1 (Scheme 2). TheD2 h transition structure,2, is therefore the
enthalpic energy minimum. The geometry of2 also reproduces quite well the X-ray results on the tetra-
tert-butyl derivative. We thus refer to this as a ‘quasi-delocalized’ molecule [3]. Both1 and2 have quite
similar geometries with minimal bond-alternation. By the geometric criterion, either is aromatic! To
further understand this surprising phenomenon, we explored other aromaticity criteria ofs-indacene.

For quantitation of the three common aromaticity criteria, the following measures are used: (i)
Geometric: bond alternation can be quantified by the Julg parameter A¼ 1– (225/n) S[1–(ri/r)]

2, wheren
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Fig. 1 B3LYP/6-31G* structures of s-indacene. The bond lengths from the X-ray structure of the tetra-tert-butyl
derivative are shown below.

Scheme 1



is the number of delocalized C–C bonds in the system, ri the length of an individual C–C bond, and r is
the mean C–C bond length [11], or byDrm, which is the maximum deviation of the C–C bond length from
the mean [1,2]. For aromatic molecules,Drm is generally less than 0.06 A˚ , while nonaromatics have larger
Drm. (ii) Energetic:aromaticstabilizationenergy (ASE) is used to assess the degree of stabilization. (iii)
Magnetic: the nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS) is a simple aromaticity probe when the
chemical shift at the center of the ring is calculated [12]. The exaltation of magnetic susceptibility over
that expected for nonaromatic molecules is an alternative measure of aromaticity that can be measured or
calculated [6].

The ASE values for1 and anthracene were assessed by the homodesmotic equations given in
Scheme 3. Althoughs-indacene has a 12p electron system,1 is stabilized by 10.8 kcal/mol. This value is
rather small, however, as compared to that of anthracene, which has an ASE of 61.8 kcal/mol. The ASE of
s-indacene is only about one-half that of benzene. By this criterion,s-indacene is nonaromatic.

The NICS values of theD2 h structure,2, areþ25.8 andþ20.8, for the five- and six-membered rings,
respectively. These compare to a NICS value ofþ28.8 for cyclobutadiene. The magnetic properties of
s-indacene are consistent with an antiaromatic species (Scheme 4).

The linear relationships that exist between the different criteria for monocyclic systems [6] breaks
down withs-indacene. The explanation for the ‘aromatic geometry’ can be found by comparison of the
molecular orbitals ofs-indacene to those of a planar all-cis [12]annulene. Cyclic 4n p electron systems
have degenerate nonbonding MOs. ForD12 h [12]annulene, two such representations are shown in Fig. 2.
Any other linear combination is also an acceptable representation. The monocyclic system will undergo a
Jahn–Teller distortion to break this degeneracy, and two electrons will go into the more stable bonding
orbital produced upon this distortion. For a monocycle, this distortion results in bond length alternation.
This stabilizes orbital3A and destabilizes3B. B3LYP calculations predict that theD12 h [12] annulene is
stabilized by about 12 kcal/mol by bond length alternation to form theD6 h structure.
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Scheme 2
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In order to form thep orbitals ofs-indacene from the [12]annulene orbitals, bonding interactions are
formed between C2 and C6 and between C9 and C12. Using the degenerate orbital set,4A/4B, one
bonding orbital is formed from this union and becomes the doubly occupied HOMO. The other orbital
remains nonbonding and becomes the LUMO. These bonding interactions stabilize the system. Because
the uniting coefficients are larger in4A/4B, the interaction is larger when this set is used than for the bond
alternation which can occur with the3A/3B set. It is therefore advantageous fors-indacene to be
delocalized and to have nodal planes on alternating carbon atoms in the HOMO. Stabilization of this
antiaromatic system gives a nonaromatic system. The HOMO-LUMO gap is still quite small, however,
which leads to a paramagnetic ring current and the corresponding NICS values.

Bis-periazulene presents another surprising type of potentially aromatic molecule which we have
recently studied [4]. In 1965, Heilbronner predicted on the basis of PPP calculations that bis-periazulene,
5 (cyclohepta[def]fluorene), would have a triplet ground state [14]. Surprisingly, the structure with the
aromatic 14p periphery and an ethylene center,5a, is expected on this basis to be less stable than the
diradical structure,5b. Many attempts at synthesis have been unsuccessful, even when the precursors
contain substituents which are likely to stabilize the triplet diradical [15].
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Scheme 4

Fig. 2 Two representations of the [12] annulene NBMOs.



B3LYP/6-31G* calculations provide excellent singlet-triplet gaps for unsaturated hydrocarbons [16].
Such calculations predict that5 has a triplet ground state, the structure of which is best represented as5b.
The lowest singlet state is only 2 kcal/mol higher and is well-represented by structure5a. The optimized
geometries are shown in Fig. 3 (Scheme 5).
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Fig. 3 Singlet and triplet B3LYP/6-31G* optimized bis-periazulene. The singlet is obtained from restricted or
unrestricted calculations, while the triplet state is obtained by unrestricted calculations. Relative energies include
ZPE.

Scheme 5



The triplet ground state can be viewed as a biphenyl unit with two benzene rings (r ¼ 1.395–1.429 A˚ )
connected by a longer bond (1.457 A˚ ). The optimized singlet has a geometry best described as the
expected 14p aromatic periphery (r ¼ 1.396–1.407 A˚ ) joined to the central distorted ethylene
(r ¼ 1.383 Å) by relatively long bonds (r ¼ 1.45–1.47 A˚ ). This structure is 2.3 kcal/mol above the triplet
with ZPE corrections.

We have compared bis-periazulene to the isomeric pyrene, which contains only six-membered rings.
The structures and NICS values are shown in Fig. 4. The lowest electronic state of pyrene is a singlet, and
the lowest-lying triplet is predicted to be 45.8 kcal/mol (with ZPE) higher in energy. The singlet of pyrene
has significant similarities to the triplet of bis-periazulene, in that pyrene has a biphenyl unit linked by two
double bonds which are quite short.

Finally, we have computed the structure of the 14p electron monocycles produced by hydrogenation
of the central bonds. Hydrogenation of bis-periazulene is 46.0 kcal/mol easier than hydrogenation of
the central bond of pyrene. The difference in these values provides evidence for the high energy of
bis-periazulene, partly due to angle strain, but also due to the difference in energy between two
ethylene units in pyrene vs. the methyl plus allyl radical units of triplet bis-periazulene. The latter is worth
50 kcal/mol.

Other properties of bis-periazulene are reported in our further account of this work [4].

The final subject of my lecture deals with the aromaticity—or lack thereof—in the transition states
of some pericyclic reactions. Zimmerman and Dewar pointed out that the concerted transition states of
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Fig. 4 The NICS values for bis-periazulene and for pyrene.



concerted cycloadditions could be aromatic [17], with 4nþ 2 cyclically delocalized electrons in a
typology appropriate for aromaticity.

After several decades of debate [18], it is quite clear that the classic pericyclic reactions with six
electrons involved in bonding changes—Diels–Alder, Cope, six electron electrocyclic reactions, and
1,5-sigmatropic shifts, indeed have aromatic transition states as judged by geometries [19] and magnetic
properties [20]. The energies of these pericyclic reactions are also relatively favorable as compared to
forbidden (antiaromatic) pericyclic processes.

As conjugatedp systems are increased in size, aromaticity eventually fades away. Thus, at about 22p
electrons and larger, 4nþ 2 systems are not specifically stabilized compared to 4n systems. We have
undertaken studies of pericyclic reactions involving more than six electrons.
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Fig. 5 B3LYP geometries of 1,3,7,9-decatetraene and the transition structures and intermediates for [5s,5s] and
[5a,5a] sigmatropic shifts.



Computation with RHF methods predict that 5,5-sigmatropic shifts occur by concerted mechanisms
involving aromatic transition states [5]. However, an accurate description of transition states
requires inclusion of electron correlation, especially if the transition state has open-shell diradical
character.

We explored first the 5,5-sigmatropic shift studied in tetrahydroheptalenes by Hafner and co-workers
(Scheme 6), and then the [5s,5s] and [5a,5a] reactions of 1,3,7,9-decatetraene (Scheme 7). We found that
the reactions are stepwise involving diradical intermediates. The transition structures and intermediates,
along with 1,3,7,9-decatetraene are shown in Fig. 5. The results contrast those for the parent Cope but
agree with mechanisms of 2,5-diphenyl or 2,5-divinyl hexadiene rearrangements [21].

In conclusion, we still find amazing phenomena involving simple polycyclic conjugated systems, and
deviations from expectations about pericyclic mechanisms for larger systems.
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